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Abstract. We estimate photometric variability of lightcurves due to rotational modulations and explore its correlations with classical
spectroscopic indicators of chromospheric activity (such as Ca II lines), ages, and rotational periods. The analysis consists of
measuring the impact of the chromospheric activity on TESS/NASA lightcurves of a selected sample of young solar twins. These
stars were also monitored by benchmark planet hunter ESO/HARPS spectrograph throughout, at least, one rotation period. This
valuable dataset will help us to understand the implications of magnetic activity variability in exoplanetary searches and the concept
of habitability.
Resumo. Estimamos a variabilidade fotométrica das curvas de luz devido a modulações rotacionais e exploramos suas correlações
com indicadores espectroscópicos clássicos de atividade cromosférica (como linhas do Ca II), idades e períodos de rotação. A análise
consiste em medir o impacto da atividade cromosférica nas curvas de luz TESS/NASA de uma amostra selecionada de gêmeas solares
jovens. Essas estrelas também foram monitoradas pelo espectrógrafo caçador de exoplanetas ESO/HARPS durante, pelo menos, um
período de rotação. Este valioso conjunto de dados nos ajudará a entender as implicações da variabilidade da atividade magnética em
pesquisas exoplanetárias e o conceito de habitabilidade.
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1. Introduction
The magnetic cycle of the Sun is characterized by periodic
brightness variations. This variability, which is an evolving combination of dark and bright features on the rotating surface of
the Sun, is weak during times of minimum activity and strong
during times of maximum activity. During the active phase of
the solar cycle, dark sunspots appear on the solar surface. On
solar-type stars, cyclic activity has also been observed through
brightness changes caused by epochs of increased occurrence of
active regions on the atmosphere. The magnetic field of active
regions transports energy into the chromosphere, which leads to
increased chromospheric emission, most evident in the cores of
the Ca II H&K lines.
The strength of this enhancement in the emission is usually
described by the Mount Wilson S-index (Vaughan et al. 1978)
or the related quantity R’HK (Linsky et al. 1979). Our goal is to
measure cyclic variations of the stellar lightcurve amplitude and
the rotation period (Prot ) using TESS data. Stellar variability, in
the form of star spots and faculae, can affect the measured transit depth of an exoplanet and hence its spectrum and retrieved
physical properties (Silva-Valio 2008). Using a recent sample of
active stars, we compute the rotation period and the variability
amplitude for each individual TESS observations and search for
periodic variations of both time series.

2. Data sample
We selected 9 young solar twins with high-cadence
ESO/HARPS time series, precise spectroscopic, evolutionary parameters (e.g. masses, ages, T eff , [Fe/H]), rotational
periods (Prot ) and average activity levels (Ca II logR0
indiHK
cator) previously determined by our group (Lorenzo-Oliveira
et al. 2018, 2019).
In this preliminary analysis, we focus on young solar twins
in which its full rotational period phase variations are covered

Figure 1. Photometric flux variability from TESS.

by typical TESS observational window (27 days), providing robust determinations of ATESS . As an example, Fig. 1 shows the
rotational modulation of a very young star (age 50 Myr) with a
3 days and 3% of rotation period and photometric amplitude, respectively. Our sample of young stars covers activity levels and
rotational periods that represent ages from 50 Myr up to 2 Gyr.
Spectroscopic activity levels are determined using Ca II H & K
lines.

3. Analysis
We extracted TESS lightcurves from target pixel files using
LightKurve python package (Lightkurve Collaboration et al.
2018, Fig. 1). Through these photometric flux (F) time series, we measured Prot (GLS periodogram, Zechmeister &
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Figure 2. Left: raw TESS fluxes for our star sample. Right: surface fluxes.

Figure 3. Correlation of stellar ages and its rotation periods with
logR0
in different colors.
HK

Kürster 2009) and computed differential variability flux amplitudes (ATESS ) defined by the following equation:

5. Conclusions

ATESS =

fP97.5 − fP2.5
.
2 fP50

(1)

However, the TESS amplitude is an instrumental index that
depends on stellar atmospheric parameters, such as effective
temperature, radius, etc. So we converted the instrumental rotation amplitudes (ATESS ) derived through TESS photometry into
stellar surface flux in physical units through synthetic flux calibration using PHOENIX model of atmospheres (assuming solar
[Fe/H] and log(g)=4.5; Husser et al. 2013). In brief, for a given
T ef , we obtain the mean flux density (hF iTESS ) by convolving
the model of atmospheres with the TESS transmission function
over the respective photometric bandpass (∆λTESS = 1040 Å). As
a result, we calibrated the mean fluxes as a function of T ef :
log hF iTESS = 0.1602 θ3 − 0.4763 θ2 − 1.292 θ + 8.684,

The TESS photometric amplitudes are strongly correlated with
the mean chromospheric activity levels of our sample stars. The
main goal is to build an alternative activity indicator, as empirical as possible. We are testing the consistency of photometric
amplitude variations in solar twin stars due to the passage of
active regions. From these variations, we can remove the coverage of spots, simulating the stellar surface, including stars with
exoplanetary transit, e.g. using Silva (2003) model. This relation
will help us to provide prior information about the rotational signal on TESS lightcurves as a function of activity levels. We are
exploring the time evolution of active regions on stellar surfaces.
This analysis provides prior information about the rotational signal of TESS lightcurves as a function of activity levels and we
will explore it as a chronometer.
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When we look at the relation between photometric amplitude
with ages (from Spina et al. 2018, Fig. 3), we can see a clear
and interesting downward trend, very similar to the banana-plot
relation (from Lorenzo-Oliveira et al. 2018), and this result will
be explored as a new stellar chronometer.
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4. Results
In Fig. 2, we show that TESS photometric amplitudes are
strongly correlated with mean chromospheric activity level
of our sample stars (+0.78; p-value: 3%), as expected. The
youngest solar twin shows a flux amplitude of 5.2 while the oldest one shows 3.9 in surface flux unities.
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